In general, how did Jesus speak to the people about the kingdom of God?

Fill in the missing letters of the words to spell out the word to complete the verse below.

```
B R T
S O P E A J
I T A D L O S
R Y E R U
R I T
```

“This is what the kingdom of God is like.
A man __ __ __ __ __ __ seed on the ground.
__ __ __ __ __ and __ __ __, whether he sleeps or gets up, the __ __ __________ __________ and __ __ __ __ __, though he does not know how.”
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What else did Jesus say?

Write the word that means the opposite of the one given. The letters in the boxes spell the answers. Read left to right working down the left column, then left to right working down the right column.

- evil  ■     ■  love  □□□     □
- sunny  □□□     □  past  □  □     □
- quiet  □□□     □  odd  □□□
- healthy □□□  first  □  □□□
- hate  □□□

1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________

“All by itself the soil produces 1)___________ —
first the stalk, then the head, then the full
kernel in the head. As soon as the
1)___________ is ripe, he puts the
2)___________ to it, because
the 3)___________ has come.”